The asthma he outgrew but his pipe stayed with him. while he lived.
Grandmother's gentle spirit had welded together with their father's the
strong wills of his ten children in a united affection that was never broken.
Some ten years in the new home and the Grandmother passed pain-
lessly away, carried out into the open air of the arbour which the Grand-
father had built with his own hands for her. As if he, too, were trans-
ported, Grandfather, the better part of his life gone now, got on his feet
and led these children in a prayer which they ever after remembered as
the most beautiful they had ever heard.
Eleven years later, eighty-seven years of age, he lay down on his bed
to sleep. In the night—painlessly—he, too, slipped away.
But not then was his spirit 'quelled'.
Grandfather's spirit lived on in a typical emigrant establishment on
virgin American soil. A little Welsh clan, by himself set in this little corner
of that enormous new ground dedicated to Freedom, and parcelled out
among all the breeds of the earth, stayed there with the ground.
The ground! What does it not hold impartially in its depths, breadths
and beauty for the pioneer like Richard Lloyd-Jones, in league with the
stones of the field, himself like the ridges of primeval rock that ribbed the
hills in contrast to the verdure rolling over them. He planted a small
world within the world that is again within other worlds, without end.
He did not consider the lilies—how they grew.
The little Grandmother was all that to him.
Beauty comes to all strong men, in some guise, sometimes in disguise.
His children, his flesh and blood, were like him but with something of
the element added to them of the prayerful consideration for the lilies
that was the gentle Grandmother's. Sympathy 'for the flower that fadeth',
gratitude for the 'grass that withereth' came a step nearer to them in their
mother.
'Mother's Pine' stands on the Hillside lawn, a living child of hers. The
little Grandmother planted it there. A small thing. Careless mowing in
the yard had injured it. They were going to pull it up and throw it away.
'No, leave it to me,' she said, and, bringing her sewing basket, knelt by the
tree on the grass and covered the injury with pitch. She sewed a firm
canvas band tight around the damaged trunk.
That white pine is seventy-five feet tall today! Twice, the lightning
struck it, but it is still a noble specimen of its fast disappearing tribe.
Occasional Lombardies, of which she was fond, stand isolated in clumps
where once their ranks along the lanes up the hillsides were unbroken.
Her Balm-of-Gilead has scattered around the Valley to meet you in
unexpected places.
And the Lilacs and Bouncing-Betty of her dooryard have colonized on
their own along the roadsides in great masses good to see.
Willing worker in this intensive human-hive of work, song and prayer
in rural Wisconsin was the Sister Anna. Her son, the grandson who
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